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AQUARIUS MONOBLOC - LIQUID FILLING SOLUTIONS

BellatRx recently did a project for natural nasal care products with spray pump caps
with stems. This video showcases the Aquarius Monobloc liquid filling machine
featuring double index monobloc for spray pump caps with stems, servo 24 pocket
indexing starwheel at 70 BPM, vibratory bowl sorting systems for spray pump caps, and
cap indexing starwheel featuring stem aligner stations. With the Aquarius Monobloc,
you can expect precision, efficiency, and reliability, revolutionizing your liquid filling
and packaging process. Click here to learn more about our liquid filling solutions. 

CLICK HERE TO WATCH THIS RECENT PACKAGING PROJECT

 

LYNX - AUTOMATIC ROBOTIC FEEDING SYSTEM

The Lynx is an advanced automatic robotic feeding system designed for bottle
handling, specifically for Pharmaceutical and Nutraceutical packaging lines. This
innovative packaging feeding system uses end-of-arm tooling, vision positioning,
and robot mounting to handle various packaging parts, such as desiccants, measuring
cups, scoops, syringes, and more. The Lynx's robotic arm technology enables it to
pick and place parts quickly and accurately, with the ability to adjust to various
container shapes and sizes. Its adaptability and versatility make it an excellent choice
for packaging companies looking to automate their processes and increase efficiency.
With minimal changeover time and cost, the system can handle desiccants of different
shapes and sizes, making it an ideal solution for companies with diverse product lines.
Click here to learn more. 

CLICK HERE TO WATCH THE VIDEO

 

BELLATRX AT PACK EXPO LAS VEGAS 2023 

REGISTER TO MEET WITH BELLATRX AT PACK EXPO 2023 HERE

Visit BellatRx at booth #C-5422 on September 11-13 at Pack Expo Las Vegas 2023.
We are looking forward to meeting you all in Las Vegas, Nevada! Click here to register
to meet with the BellatRx team and get to know our products and services, and learn
more about our innovative packaging solutions. Click here to visit our virtual
showroom for Pack Expo Las Vegas 2023.  

 

CLICK HERE FOR  ALL OUR TRADE SHOWS AND EVENTS

 

OUR PACKAGING SOLUTIONS

LEARN MORE - COMPLETE LINES LEARN MORE - LIQUID FILLING 

LEARN MORE - CAPPING  SOLUTIONS LEARN MORE - LABELING  SOLUTIONS

LEARN MORE - SOLID DOSE FILLING LEARN MORE - UNSCRAMBLING

Contact Your Regional Sales Manager!
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